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MA RKETS OF 1 HE WORLD
were heavy. Russian imperial fours at the lop. Clearances of wheat and flour
unquoted. Russian bonds of 1904 were equil to 501 .tiflO bushels. Primary
closed at 502.00.
receipts were 70S.0O0 bushels, compared
with l,2i'2,000 bushels th? corresponding
day a year ago. Minneapolis, Duluth and
New York Closing Stock List.
Chicago reported receipts of 365 cars
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closed firm. September opened unchanged
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were 135 cars, with 17 of contract grade,
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the British government Interven-d and
made known to Russia that the English
government would take no part in the
if Italy was not represented.
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experimented.

with satisfactory results, with a
form of rifle ball invented by ar
Italian, Signor Cel-RIgottl. The projectile
terminates at Its front end In a
projection, the purpose of which Is
to Impart a more continuous revolution to
the projectile during Its flight. The effect
new
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skeleton is probably over two hundred
hy
years old, aa the land lias been held The
the I'pdegraffs for that length of time.
map.
skull Is that of an unusually large
as It measures ten Inches across the jaw
An
and Is extremely large In ull parts. In
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full set of teeth remainedcondition.
mouth, and all were in perfect
also
were
found
The bones which were
developed.
large in proportion and well buried
in a
The body appeared to have been
blanket, and was placed In the ground
head down.
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While digging on the Updegraft .arm.
above Newbery, Lycoming county, recently,
several workmen turned up an old Indian
skull and some body bones. The ground
In which they were digging Is back of the
schoolhouse. a;id It Is supposed to be the
ui
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politicians,
or

sovereign position in relation to
the Vatican, and at the same time to
in the face of other nations the
that inspired the Italian government."
The position then was: Russia demanded
the admission of the papal representatives;
France warmly supported Its ally. Kussia;
Germany desired to give its Catholic
a proof .that the Protestant
was friendly to tha prestige of the
head of their church. Austria maintained
an attitude of reserve solely to avoid the
appearance of affronting Italian
or arousing Italian suspicions, but
with Italy favorable would have
the Itussian proposals. Then
a remarkable manipulation of men
and of nations. For policy's sake the
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more
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another Italy
and the Vatican must come to an
In the common interest, and that
to demonstrate on a favorable occasion the
conciliatory sentiments of the Italian
wouid be to render a signal service
to the liberal party of Italy. The
at The Hague seemed to him to be an
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stand well with Ilussia. as lie was
to secure concessions from
China, and as Is well known. Russia was
time.
all-powerful in that quarter at thatItalian
He was also desirous of Improving
relations with France, with whom the lirst
commercial treaty had just heen concluded,
to the chagrin of Germany. The latter
power was cooling off. and Italy desired to
come closer to the dual alliance.
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powers of Europe
representation of the pope at The Hague
conference, it was again the Influenca of
the" British government, which strangely
enough at that date included the Duke of
Norfolk as the representative of the
Catholics of Great Britain, that
defeated the suggestion. The czar, upon
whose initiative the conference was
was willing to recognize the moral
position of the pope and the great influence
that he repeatedly exercised in behalf of
the cause of peace, and accordingly lie

success
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History Repeats

It is recalled here in France that history
has repeated Itself in this instance. In 185!),
when France proposed a conference of the
European powers with the object of settling
the problem of Italian unity on a federal
basis, so as to secure the temporal inde»
pendency of the papacy, the Hritish
brought the proposition to naught.
And now the Italian Journal reveals the
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magnineence, ami now
his brash has rendered such a riot
of gold.
It Is not often that anything the Italian
newspapers may say upon the subject of
international politics attracts much
in France, but the recent series of
articles appearing in -a Trlbuna of itome
partake In some respects of the character
of startling revelations. It should be re
memtiered that I<a Trlbuna Is the
organ of Italian liberalism, and
henca not as susceptible to clerical
as most of the Italian newspapers.
Perha.ps the most Interesting thing in connectlon with the revelations is that the
British government is shown to have been
responsible In the final analysis for the
of the pope's representative irom
the first peace conference at The Hague,
thus establishing the precedent that the
Catholic Church, admittedly the-greatest
peacemaking force on the globe, was to b>
without a representative at the conference.
reveiea in tins
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Sham Critics.
Blackwood's Magarljie.
One of the least pleasant characteristics
of English literature during the last decade
has been the temporary prosperity of the
sham or professionally "clever" person.a
prosperity which followed as a natural
from the high ideals of truth and
beauty maintained during the reign of
Tennyson and the pre-Raphaelites. Our
"most original critic" lives hy deliberately
from
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